
RightFind Enterprise for Food 
and Agriculture Companies
The fastest way to find, manage, and collaborate 
on content

How it works

Manage content including
subscriptions, Open Access sources, 

document delivery, and
internal collections.

Search for content using PubMed, SciFinder, 
EBSCO, Agricola, and FSTA or other 

preferred search tools to find content fast.

Report on content usage and 
spending to make data-driven 

content investments.

With rising material costs and ingredient prices, food companies must make up for 
lost margins with investment in new products, new ingredients, or new ways of 
using existing ingredients. Without fast, secure access to vital published content, 
R&D teams cannot do their jobs efficiently, slowing the pace of innovation.

RightFind Enterprise is an award-winning content workflow solution used by top 
global food companies to streamline access to scientific information, support 
regulatory filings, and drive research. By consolidating multiple content workflows, 
centralizing content purchases and reporting, and leveraging flexible cost controls 
in a scalable solution, organizations can save time and increase efficiency.

RightFind Enterprise also integrates seamlessly with CCC’s copyright licenses to make 
copyright-compliant collaboration easier. The result? You accelerate the flow of 
research, minimize copyright infringement, and drive research to power innovation.

RightFind Enterprise benefits
•  Streamline access to scientific literature (145 million+ citations and 4 million+ 

open access articles) to increase research efficiency 

• Simplify copyright compliance 

• Integrate into your user’s preferred tools to optimize their content workflows 

•  Gain powerful insights into content usage to make data-driven content 
acquisition decisions

• Set flexible options for cost controls and billing to save money

Get secure and direct access to 
full-text articles and simplify the 

authentication process for company 
subscriptions, open access, or internal 

collections. Purchase unsubscribed articles 
directly through RightFind Enterprise.

Collaborate with colleagues in a
copyright-compliant manner.



Why RightFind Enterprise? 
•  More than 60 global food and agriculture companies trust 

CCC for copyright compliance

•  CCC is the only company to have a partnership with IFIS 
to provide full text documents to the FSTA database

RightFind Enterprise Administrator Capabilities 

•  Granular rights and subscription configuration: RightFind 
Enterprise gives users instant access to your organization’s 
licensed content in accordance with your company’s publisher 
subscriptions, token accounts, annual copyright license, and more.

•  Flexible administrator features: RightFind Enterprise provides 
flexible tracking fields, billing options, cost controls, and 
notifications for the entire company or at a granular level such 
as division, department, or team to support an organization’s 
specific structure and workflows.

•  Powerful content usage reporting and analytics: RightFind 
Enterprise includes robust reporting to monitor content usage 
and spend across all users and organization levels with over 100 
customizable fields providing the data you need. You can gain 
even deeper insight into content usage to make data-driven 
content acquisition decisions with 25 reports that make it easy 
to customize a dashboard to tell your content ROI story.

•  Seamless workflow integration: RightFind Enterprise 
supports users’ current workflows including Open URL links 
from preferred search and discovery tools such as PubMed, 
SciFinder, CABI, EBSCO, Agricola, and FSTA. Our QuickChek 
bookmarklets allow users to request content from any website, 
and the embedded search widget launches RightFind Enterprise 
searches from your organization’s internal websites. With the 
Chrome extension users can quickly request content from their 
preferred search tool, like PubChem. The RESTful APIs make 
application integration easy.

•  Authentication: RightFind Enterprise simplifies the 
authentication process and provides direct access to content. 
It offers the ability to limit access to content by group or division 
for both enterprise and site-based subscriptions, helping remote 
employees and organizations with non-static IP infrastructure 
to gain easier access to their high value content. Additionally, 
it captures all content requests, tracking content usage down 
to the individual user level.

•  Training: RightFind is an intuitive self-service tool that doesn’t 
require intensive formal training. Helpful how-to videos are 
a click away making it convenient for your users to start using 
RightFind immediately.

About CCC 
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) helps 
organizations integrate, access, and share information through licensing, content, 
software, and professional services. With expertise in copyright and information 
management, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders to design 
and deliver innovative information solutions that power decision-making by helping 
people integrate and navigate data sources and content assets.

Learn more
Request a demo today. 

U.S. organizations:
copyright.com/rightfind
solutions@copyright.com

Outside U.S. organizations:
rightsdirect.com/rightfind
solutions@rightsdirect.com© 2022 Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.  All rights reserved. 01/22

Powerful capabilities to increase research efficiency
RightFind Enterprise End User Capabilities

•  Simplified copyright compliance: RightFind Enterprise works 
with your CCC/Rights Direct Copyright License to show exactly 
how you can reuse published material and seamlessly integrates 
rights checking into users’ workflows.

•  Fast document delivery: RightFind Enterprise delivers over 
1.8 million documents annually with the quickest document 
turnaround time in the industry, delivering 96% of documents 
in less than 1 day.

•  Robust catalog: RightFind Enterprise’s proprietary database 
of more than 145+ million citations, including more than 
4+ million open access articles from the top STM publishers and 
sources like PubMed Central, will get you the food, ingredient, 
and safety content you need fast.

•  Centralized Cloud Library: RightFind Enterprise centralizes 
accessing and purchasing full-text documents. Users can see 
which content is available for use within their company holdings 
without having to repurchase. All content is saved in one 
location for organization.

•  Collaborative shared libraries: Facilitate copyright-compliant 
collaboration to power innovation with the ability to customize 
content workflows based on roles, e.g., Regulatory, Food Safety, 
Scientists and Research Investigators. Team members can work 
in collaborative libraries allowing them to annotate, rate, tag, 
and review documents.

https://www.copyright.com/rightfind
mailto:solutions%40copyright.com?subject=
http://www.rightsdirect.com/rightfind

